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Level 3: Mini/Pony, Youth, Adult 

Riding and In-Hand 

In-Hand: When it says lope you trot instead. 

 

1. Walk over the swinging bridge. 

2. Lope over the wave. 

3. Lope to the trestle bridge. Walk over the trestle  

4. Walk over the narrow balance beam.  

5. Lope to the pond. Lope through the pond (In-Hand: 

Send your horse around the rock at a walk.) 

6. Lope to the rolling bridge. Walk over the rolling 

bridge. 

7. Walk to the small box. Stand on the small box with all 

four feet for at least three seconds. 

8. Back through the raised back through so that you are 

facing the small box as you back. 

9. Trot to the Texas two-step. Walk over the Texas two-

step. 
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This map is not to scale. The arrows do not accurately 

represent the paths between obstacles. Attend the 

pattern walk-through with any questions you have 

about the pattern.  
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10. Lope to the trench. At the trench, break to a trot and 

trot through the trench clockwise. 

11. Trot to the pond. Enter the pond at a trot going towards 

the cow pastures. Stop at the large rock in the pond. 

Dismount onto the rock and send your horse around the 

rock in a complete circle. Mount and exit the pond at a 

trot. (In-Hand: send your horse around the rock at a 

trot.) 

12. Trot to the teeter totter. Walk onto the teeter totter. In 

the center, do a 180 degree turn and exit from the same 

side you entered. 

13. Walk to the balance beam. Walk over the balance beam 

going towards the trees.  

14. Lope to the water box. Walk through the water box 

going towards the barns. 

15. Lope to the large box. Walk onto the large box and do 

a 360 degree turn and walk off. 

 


